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ABSTRACT
Pettigrew, Jacqueline L., A Study of the Inclusion of Spiritual Rituals and Mindful Behaviors as a
Means of Coping and Stress Management. Master of Arts (Psychology), December 2020,
Houston Baptist University, Houston, Texas.
The purpose of this mixed methods study was to evaluate an unbiased understanding of
mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals and their influence if any on the study participants. This
research examined 100 random undergraduate college students of a private, urban university
located in southern Texas. As a part of the researcher’s introduction to the study participants
completed a Traditional College Student Stress Scale as well as answered pre–interview
questions regarding their understanding of stress, stress level, how they feel as well as their
current coping strategies. Participants were also given the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire,
which was used to assess their use and understanding of mindful behaviors. The questionnaire
was administered at the beginning as well as at the end of the research. The questionnaire
provided the researcher insight on the participants’ level of understanding as it relates to their
personal experiences.
The participants partook in a five–week intervention that consisted of the inclusion of
spiritual rituals and mindfulness practices into their everyday life as a means of developing stress
management and coping skills. The participants were also asked to log their personal reflections
after each experience and complete the Perceived Stress Scale questionnaire weekly to monitor
any change post their spiritual and/or mindful experience. At the close of the five–week
intervention, participants answered post–interview questions regarding their experience with the
spiritual rituals, mindful behaviors and stress to determine if changes occurred in their
questionnaire and/or interview responses. The findings of this study examined the influence of
spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors regarding developing stress management, and coping
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skills. This research also assessed the influence spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors had on
participants’ stress levels.

KEY WORDS: Spirituality, Spiritual Rituals, Mindful Behaviors, Mindfulness, Coping, Stress,
College Students.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Although college is an exciting time of independence for incoming freshmen students the
experience is still frequently filled with stress leaving students grasping for ways to cope
(Zarzycka & Puchalska-wasyl, 2019). The rate of college students trying to cope independently
with mental health problems has had a steady increase for the last 10 to 15 years. Such
challenges for students have been shown to not only cause academic difficulties but to also hold
responsibility for multiple student’s complete withdrawal from college all together (Floyd,
2003).
Neuroplasticity and connectivity in areas of the brain explicitly connected to attention
regulation and emotion have been assisted by the mental activity that comes with the practice of
meditation according to the study findings (Brandmeyer, Delorme, & Wahbeh, 2019). Research
has also reported that the psychological wellbeing of one who practices mindfulness meditation
has positive effects that extend well beyond the actual time of the meditation practice period
(Holzel, et al., 2011).
Human life is permeated by personal practices and rituals. They can be meaningful,
cultural, or traditional. Albeit they are practiced by many all around the world. Some actions and
gesticulations that would otherwise be considered mundane to one has great symbolic value and
intense purpose behind each performance for another. Some are used as they are believed to
help, heal, protect and connect while others bless, calm, and enrich the human experience
(Hobson, Schroeder, Risen, Xygalatas, & Inzlicht, 2018).
Religion does not possess sole ownership of spirituality. It lives within the spirits of
individuals’, adolescents, seasoned, and every age in between from every walk of life. Within the
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spirit of those that have heard of religion to those that reside in places like the Amazon
Rainforest and have never stepped foot in a religious institution. Compassion, awareness,
optimism, and gratitude are each attributes of spirituality that yield to an appreciation for all
living things. Spirituality involves a certain acknowledgement that there is a force at work that is
indeed greater than self. Such cognizance gives existence a depth and a significance that is
unprecedented. Spirituality is a standalone and subjective sacred practice whereas religions
subscribe to set institutionalized doctrines (Vaughan, 1991). “They genuinely thought that
Socrates was an atheist because his idea of God had a philosophical depth that probed beyond
traditional concepts. Not badness but blindness killed Socrates.” (King Jr., 1963, p. 43)
Throughout this research the focus is not on the commendation of any one religion but on an
individual’s act of performing spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors for the sake of assisting one
with coping and stress management.
Statement of the Problem
According to the Texas almanac 1,581,945 students were enrolled at Texas public and
private colleges and universities in the year 2019 (Association, 2020). The transition that takes
place when one elevates from a youth into a time period of adolescence is a stretching which
encompasses numerous challenges and life induced stress (Pedersen, 2012). In 2019 over 1.5
million adolescents were thrust prepared or not into this collegiate phase of their life.
Mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, and social factors all play a part in determining an
individual’s health (Saad & de Medeiros, 2012). According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs we
all have basic human needs. This hierarchy of needs is a motivational theory in psychology
containing a five-tier model of a humans needs. Reading from the bottom of the hierarchy to the
top, the needs are physiological, safety/security, social (acceptance and belonging), Ego
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(esteem), and self-actualization. These needs are biological and instinctual and if unmet could
cause stress (Kearney & Trull, 2012).
This study explained that when college students maintain substantial course loads in the
presence of exams their stress levels increase (Bedewy, 2015). Adult education entails a
multitude of unexpected and unprepared for experiences during a student’s tenure. Leaving them
to reside in angst which could cause many to question and modify pre-existing views of the
world and the self. While engaged in this momentary unpredictability, which for some could
include insecurity and a lack of productivity, there is the potential that students’ wellbeing could
be influenced in undesirable ways (Ying, 2009). Thus, the reduction of stress while
simultaneously encouraging academic accomplishment in a student will not only benefit that
individual but it will benefit their family, their community as well as the school by decreasing
the attrition rate; however, the health of the student and the bearings of stress are not affairs
typically discussed by college decision makers (Floyd, 2003).
Statement of the Purpose
The researcher’s intent for selecting the topic of this mixed methods research was to
thoroughly examine the participants’ reactions to the five – week intervention they were a part
of. Properly noting the influence if any the weekly spiritual ritual and mindful behavior
interference had on each of the participants. Then reporting the findings to see if they provide
adequate support to the hypothesis of this study which was coping and stress management for
college students is possible with the incorporation of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors.
The candidates were asked a few basic questions via an initial questionnaire to learn
whether they would be suitable for this study. Those found fitting were then issued a consent
form and once completed they were able to participate in the research. The study was not
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staggered, all participants began together in week one, opening with an understanding of their
level of stress if any was present. That baseline was determined using a Perceived Stress Scale
Questionnaire. They were also asked in week one to share their awareness and or practice of
spiritual rituals and mindfulness behaviors via the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire. The
participants were given open – ended pre – interview questions that week as well to offer the
opportunity for participants to share unrestricted thoughts. They were also given a virtual daily
log with the space for them to share their thoughts, feelings, and interactions with the activities
during the five – week time period. And finally, the participants completed the Traditional
College Student Stress Scale Questionnaire to examine what could be the possible cause of any
stress they may have been experiencing. The sample size was chosen by random selection and it
contained 100 college students with an age minimum of 18.
Next, the participants were introduced to and asked to participate in the incorporation of
weekly videos and articles that introduced and explained each of the spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors individually – over a five – week time period. Being given one of each per week. They
were also sent videos of guided spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors that would further assist
in the explanation and understanding of the activities. The Perceived Stress Likert scale
questionnaire was administered on a weekly basis to note where their stress levels were during
the intervention.
At the end of this five – week time period the candidates were given the Five Facet
Mindfulness Questionnaire again to see if their answers changed from the first time it was
administered in week one. At that time, they were also given the Perceived Stress Scale once
more to see if their involvement in the study altered their results in any way. The participants
were additionally given a set open – ended post – interview questions that were similar to those
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administered at week one of this intervention. Those questions along with a daily log that the
participants kept allowed them to express their earnest and honest feelings and reflections before,
during and after the study. This allowed for a more personal, accurate and complete
understanding of what took place for their perspective during that five – week time period.
Which will lend to the desire end of determining any possible links between college students,
stress, coping, mindful behaviors, and spiritual rituals.
Definition of Terms
Ancestor – A person from whom one has directly (mother) or indirectly (aunt) descended.
Ancestral Veneration – The act of honoring one’s ancestors.
Attachment – Called Trishna by the Buddha and translated means to desire, lust, crave, or cling
to (Aich, 2013).
Awareness – The ability to separate from one’s consciousness and observe mental and
emotional states without being victim to them.
Coping – A temporary behavioral or cognitive reaction used to manage emotional responses and
toxic or threatening stimuli (Lazaruz & Folkman, 1984).
Consciousness – Knowledge of one’s perception of one’s existence, mental state, sensations and
conditions.
Eustress – The positive perception of a stressor or demand. (Simmons & Nelson, 2007).
Forgiveness – Making a conscious decision to release the baggage and/or attachment to a person
or experience (Zukav, 1989).
Gratitude – A two-step process beginning with the recognition of a positive outcome attained
then the recognition that the positive outcome attained came from an external source (Allen,
2018).
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Journaling – Written reflection and contemplation of existence while drawing a knowing from
one’s spiritual center. (Martin, 1992).
Mantra – Man means to think and Tra means instrumental. Defined in Sanskrit as an instrument
of thought. It is a word, phrase or hymn with sacred or spiritual resonance, significance or value
by which higher consciousness is manifest (Lowitz & Datta, 2005).
Meditation – The state that arises when the flow of concentration is uninterrupted (Iyengar,
1966).
Mindful behaviors – Activities where one is completely present in that moment and that activity
i.e. meditation, mindful eating, yoga, prayer, etc.
Mindfulness – Intentionally and without judgement giving attention to one’s present moment,
activity or experience.
Non-Judgement – The avoidance of one’s moral adjudication.
Observance – An individual’s ability to recognize when their consciousness is shifting.
Prayer – A verbal or contemplative form of communication with one’s God, deity, or higher
power.
Ritual – A conscious, intentional, invariable act.
Sanskrit – The word means refined or polished. Introduced as a language by the Ayrans of the
Indus Valley civilization during their migration in 2500 – 1500 B.C.E. This language holds the
belief that sound is composed of vibrations which are energy. This energy permits words to not
only communicate connotation but also still, refine and invigorate the mind via vibration (Lowitz
& Datta, 2005).
Satipaṭṭhāna – (Sati – attention or to remember, Upa – inside, and Thana – to keep) To keep
your attention inside. smṛtyupasthāna in Sanskrit. This is the traditional practice of mindfulness
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meditation. It is one step on the Noble Eightfold Path to enlightenment which was created and
taught by the Buddha to his followers. (Anãlayo, 2003).
Self – Affirmations – Thoughts consciously created to encourage, inspire, and compose the
brain and body.
Spirituality – A desired meaning, purpose, inspiration, or veneration via a connection that
strives beyond religiosity.
Spiritual Rituals – Intentional, invariable conscious acts of connection to who, where or what
one feels is sacred.
Stress – One or more of a broad array of responses that occur in the face of pressure or demands
placed on an individual.
Stressor – A perceived physical or psychological issue that causes stress.
Telomere - A specialized structure of deoxyribonucleic acid involved in their replication and
stability found at both ends of chromosomes (Epel, et al., 2016).
Veneration – Great respect, reverence.
Yoga – in Sanskrit means union. The word is derived of the root verb yuj which means yoke,
unite, or communion (Iyengar, 1966). The state of union, where one focusses the mind on the
supreme by regulating the ever – present disturbances of the senses (Prabhupada, 1972). There
are seven forms of yoga and an eightfold path entitled ashtanga, which is said to lead to
enlightenment and awareness. Ashtanga means “eight limbs” which are the foundation of the
yoga practices (Iyengar, 1966).
Seven Yoga practices
I.
II.

Bhakti yoga – The yoga of devotion.
Jnana yoga – The yoga of wisdom.
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III.

Karma yoga – The yoga of action.

IV.

Kuṇḍalinī-yoga – The yoga that seeks to awaken the kuṇḍalinī sakti.

V.

Laya Yoga – The yoga of dissolution.

VI.

Raja yoga – The yoga of balance between devotion and knowledge.

VII.

Tantra yoga – The yoga of connection to your energy and your body.

Ashtanga (Eight limbs)
I.

Yamas – Ethical disciplines of which there are five.
•

ahimsā – Nonviolence (It is an insult to the Creator to destroy or kill a
being or thing.)

•

satya – Truth (God is truth, and this is the highest rule of morality or
conduct.)

•

asteya – Non – stealing. (Evil deeds derive from ones yearning to possess
another’s belongings.)

•

brahmacarya – Continence. (Sense control.)

•

aparigrahā – To be free from collection or hoarding for to do so suggests
the absence of faith in God and the provisions of God.

II.

III.

Niyamas – Personal observances of which there are five.
•

śauca – Purity/Cleanliness.

•

santoṣa – Contentment.

•

tapas - Ardour or austerity. (Disciplined use of your energy.)

•

svādyāya – The study of self.

•

īśvara-praṇidhānā– Dedication to God.

Āsana – Postures designed to exercise every nerve, gland and muscle in the body.
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IV.

Prāṇāyāma – prāṇā means breath and āyāma means expansion thus defining
prāṇāyāma as the control and extension of breath.

V.

Pratyāhāra, – Control of the senses. (A man whose senses have control of his
reason is lost.)

VI.
VII.
VIII.

Dhāraṇā – Concentration wholly on the cultivating of inner awareness.
Dhyāna – Meditation on the Divine.
Samādhi – The final stage of the quest when one reaches the peak of meditation
where reason and mind are alert, but one has entered a state that is beyond
consciousness union with the Divine (Iyengar, 1966).
Research Questions

1. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students experiencing stress?
2. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ stress levels?
3. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ coping and stress management?
Limitations
Research limitations are situations that could possibly occur within the research that are
not within the researcher’s power to control. The limitations for this study are listed below:
1. The amount of time the participant spent with the mindful behavior or the spiritual
ritual.
2. Drug and/or alcohol usage depending on the type, amount and times used could alter
the physical, mental, and emotional state of the participants.
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3. Undiagnosed disorders also had the potential of preventing or making concentration
complicated for some participants.
4. If participants decided to practice at home or someplace other than their peaceful
designated area the environment used could have been a distraction from the practice
as well as the influence.
5. The participants living conditions during the study could also have had a detrimental
influence on their mood.
6. The opinions of the individuals in which participants share close quarters and/or
whose opinions participants honor could affect their true beliefs surrounding spiritual
rituals and mindfulness.
7. Problems with honesty and vulnerability regarding their true emotions.
8. The stigmas and biases surrounding the topics had the potential to prevent the
participant’s complete compliance or the desire to understand fully and follow
through with the study.
9. The extended time period of the study could have caused a participant to not follow
through which would have had an unfavorable effect on this studies attrition rate.
Delimitations
Delimitations of a study are boundaries set for the study by the researcher in an effort to
make the research realistically attainable. The delimitations for this study are as follows:
1. The study was set and took place during a pre- established five-week time period.
2. The participants for this study were from one academic level and one Texas university.
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Assumptions
Assumptions in research are factors that are accepted as plausible by researchers though
they may not be to some extent within the researcher’s control. The general assumptions for this
study are:
1. The participants understood the surveys and responded to each of them informatively,
objectively, and with honesty and integrity.
2.

The validity of the survey’s utilized will fulfill the purposes projected.

3. The inclusion of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors are a means of coping and stress
management for college students.
Organization of the Study
Five chapters is the format for this study. Beginning with Chapter I which is inclusive of
the introduction, statement of the problem, statement of the purpose, definition of terms, research
questions, limitations, delimitations, assumptions, and the organization of the study. This is
followed by Chapter II which provides the review of literature. Next is Chapter III where the
explanation of the methodology used inclusive of the measurement, participants, statistical
procedures, and the researchers bias are addressed. In Chapter IV a detailed explanation of the
research findings will be provided. In conclusion, Chapter V delivers the discussion, implication,
recommendations, and conclusions of this study.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The intention of this research was to bring forth data that supported spiritual rituals and
mindful behaviors assisting undergraduate college students with coping and stress management.
The null would be if the participants had no reaction toward the inclusion of neither the spiritual
rituals nor mindful behaviors. Although past empirical research has indicated some spiritual
rituals and mindfulness practices assist with awareness, presence, and acceptance as they bring
the mind under greater voluntary influence which contributes to calmness, concentration and
clarity (Walsh & Shapiro, 2006). Dr. Siegel stated in the book, The Developing Mind, there is
scientific evidence of mindfulness practices assisting individuals with improving the capacity to
regulate one’s emotions. This is done by helping with the ability to combat emotional
dysfunction, as well as improving one’s patterns of thinking and reducing an individual’s
negative mindset. These practices have also significantly enhanced the body’s reaction to stress
and created an over–all sense of wellbeing (Siegel, 2012). This study will describe in depth the
struggles that higher learning students face, spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors frequently
untouched and often considered taboo, some of the findings of past studies as well as the results
from this particular research.
Mindful behaviors are activities that connect an individual to consciousness. There are a
vast number of mindful behaviors a couple of which are meditation, mindful walking, and a body
scan. When one is involved in a body scan the focus of the mind is to methodically and
deliberately move one’s attention through the body, concentrating on the numerous vibrations
and sensations in all the different areas of the body (Kabat-Zinn, 2005). Mindful breathing is a
mindful behavior that was taught by the Buddha to his followers, a technique that is still used
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today to create mind and body coherence. By taking a deep breath to calm oneself, then
acknowledging every inhale and exhale taken in the moment that one is taking the breath is how
mindful breathing is accomplished. This practice when done properly has the potential to connect
the mind and body within one to two minutes (Hanh, 1997).
As it relates to the mind and body in the space of mind and body medicine they are seen
as one entity not as two functioning entities. The mind and emotions are capable of having an
influence on the body and vice versa. The body is also powerful enough to be an influencer of
the mind and emotions. Mind and body methods like mindful breathing have the objective of
regulating one’s stress response system. This permits perseverance of equilibrium as well as the
restoration of activity in the prefrontal cortex and a reduction of activity in the amygdala while
bringing back to normal the activity in the locus coeruleus, hypothalamic pituitary adrenocortical
axis and the sympathetic nervous system (Burnett-Zeigler, Schuette, Victorson, & Wisner, 2016).
Meditation which is another mindful behavior, was developed by numerous civilizations
in the East and is an ancient practice that was used to expand consciousness and pursue health
(Sampaio, Lima, & Ladeia, 2016). Presently there are hundreds of different forms of meditation.
A few that are commonly spoke of are transcendental meditation, Zen meditation, Satipatthana,
yoga meditation and Qi Gong meditation. Decreased heart rate as well as improved respiration
and cortical activity are some of the physiological benefits of meditation that research has begun
sharing. While noting perceptual ability, better memory, intellect, creativity and selfactualization as some of the psychological benefits of practicing meditation (Hussain &
Bhushan, 2010). Meditation has been frequently explained as a training of intellectual
attentiveness that rouses one beyond the conditioned mindset and the negative rumination, a
place of peacefulness that uncovers the true nature of consciousness (Kabat-Zinn, 2005).
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Figure one below displays superior views of the brain via neuroimaging. The image
shows before or baseline brain activity in comparison to the activity after meditation.
Demonstrating the effects of a brief ten–minute meditation on the brain. The study implied the
practice of meditation has the ability to alter attention allocation in the brain even without
extended practice periods. This study also indicated meditation was capable of increasing
regional cerebral blood flow (Cahn & Polich, 2006).
Figure 1. Effects of meditation on the brain.

Meditation has been described as a self–regulating practice that can voluntarily bring
mental processes under control (Cahn & Polich, 2006). In the turtle and the hungry fox written
by Siddhartha Gautama (the Buddha) he states that when Mr. Fox came upon Mr. turtle he
thought, great lunch. However, when Mr. Turtle saw Mr. Fox he was in a state of fear and panic.
Mr. Turtle knew he couldn’t outrun Mr. Fox, so all he could think to do was to hide inside of his
shell, and he did. Mr. Fox waited and waited but soon got tired of waiting and left. The fox he
clarifies is stress while the turtle is the individual. The Buddha explains that what happens in
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one’s life may not be controllable, nevertheless what one can control is their response to that
stimuli. He believes that when stressors, demands, etc. present themselves one should go inside
of oneself via mindfulness to gain control (Gautama, 2009).
This is when mindful behavior practices become an active part of one’s life. There is a
miracle road by which one should aim to travel. It can help us to rebuild and overcome
ourselves. This road is called mindfulness. It allows the distorted mind in while gently ushering
it into its wholeness so we’re able to peacefully live (Hanh, 1975). Awareness without judgement
in a moment to moment experience is how most define mindfulness. Stating it is a trait and not a
state. While there may be a modern–day connection to activities or practices like meditation or
mindfulness the two are not synonymous or equivalent to or with one another (Davis & Hayes,
2012).
There are numerous forms of mindful behaviors inclusive of but not limited to mindful
breathing, mindful eating, gratitude, journaling and yoga. The yogic practice alone possesses
numerous different forms; Hatha, Kundalini, and Bikram naming a few. Yoga Āsana’s have been
shown to improve circulation, enhance flexibility, strengthen muscles and even better one’s
posture (Chopra & Simon, 2004). It is a proactive technique that has the potential to assist with
the prevention of mental and physical illness (Iyengar, 1966). College students involved in a sixweek yoga and meditation intervention demonstrated a decrease in stress (Lemay, Hoolahan, &
Buchanan, 2019). Yoga also demonstrated positive results in psychophysiological levels which
led to better academic performances in college students (Tripathi, Kumari, Ganpat, & Sham,
2018).
Dr. Kabat–Zinn, founder of the Mindfulness–Based Reduction Clinic and the Center for
Mindfulness in Medicine, Health Care and Society believes mindfulness is a nonjudgmental act
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that takes place when an individual intentionally places their attention on the present moment in
an effort to understand the self through an awareness that arises (Kabat-Zinn, 2015). The Pali
language is where the word sati was derived, and this word is where the term mindfulness
originated. Sati means being attentive, aware and having recollection, memory (Bodhi, 1999).
Traditions where awareness and consciousness are cultivated like the Buddhist tradition is where
mindfulness has its roots (Brown & Ryan, 2003). The mental activity in which attention is
focused like our thoughts, images, feelings, perceptions and desires at any given time during our
waking moments can be described as consciousness. A state of awareness that is placed on what
is being done and the fact that it is being done (Gerrig, 2013). Researchers and practitioners have
understood self–awareness to be both an initial resource for lessening psychological stress and
also a path for mentally and emotionally healthy individuals to self–development (Sutton, 2016).
Another form of protection from the stress of rumination, self–judgement and isolation,
Dr. Neff believes, is self – compassion. Which is said to be capable of causing an emotionally
optimistic self–attitude (Neff K. , 2003). This symbolizes a particular way, during times of
difficulty in one’s life or pain because of perceived failure or supposed inadequacy or even
suffering, that one relates to oneself. In response to personal trials there is a balance between
compassion and the lack of compassion, this balance is called self–compassion. The desire is to
respond to the self with increased kindness and decreased judgement as well as more connection
verses isolation and mindfulness instead of over identification (Neff, Toth-Kiraly, & Colosimo,
2018).
This concept of self–compassion was also taken from the Buddhist tradition and has in
the past been shown to be a productive approach to the positive processing of perceived pain,
failure, suffering and other negative information (Brodar, Crosskey, & Thompson Jr., 2015).
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Self–compassion encompasses three cooperating components which are mindfulness, self–
kindness and common humanity. Whilst contemplating one’s personal perceived failures,
shortcomings or mistakes the way in which one should remember to always approach the self is
with compassion, concern and care (Smeets, Neff, Alberts, & Peters, 2014).
Self–affirmation can be a mindful behavior that promotes self–compassion. Self–
affirmation is defined as an action that affirms a person’s sense of universal self–integrity by
manifesting that individual’s adequacy (Cohen & Sherman, 2014). Affirmation is explained as
the self, acting as a defense against threatening situations. Research suggests that an affirmation
of one’s own values in connection with the proper self–care can offer protection against a
negative mental response to demanding dealings. Though, it was also noted that alone
affirmation was a sufficient safeguard and that it was not dependent upon self-care (Creswell, et
al., 2005).
Dr. Steele when addressing self–affirmation felt it provided the self with the talent
needed to handle threatening situations and information by pulling from the resources one has
within; the self–affirmed one is the resilient one (Stapel & van der Linde, 2011).
Accomplishments like getting a good grade in a course, winning in sports, etc. are obvious ways
of affirming one’s sense of self, however, small acts can contribute to this as well. The
motivation of maintaining the integrity that comes from a healthy self–system can be affected
greatly by inputting even minute affirmations which the self–system will work vigorously to
affirm their meaning (Cohen & Sherman, 2014).
Affirmation is located on the scale at a 200 with the process of empowerment on the map
of consciousness. This map displays when one is acting in one’s power versus one’s force. The
chart below has listed one’s emotion, process, life–view, and God–view level as well as the scale
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number for that stage to explain if one is living in their strong or weak range. This research states
that every human being enters the world within a level of consciousness at birth, an energetic
frequency that is within the massive field of consciousness, but levels do alter during one’s
experience of life.
Figure 2. Map of consciousness

(Hawkins, 2020)
Dr. Hawkins describes consciousness in the power versus force research as an energy
field (Hawkins, 1995). This energy field is defined as a luminous emanation of energy that
encompasses a person, yet it extends beyond the person as it integrates with the energy of the
environment. This is said to be an imperative energy, ceaselessly whole and the study shows it to
be detected by the idiosyncratic formation it possesses. The energy is nonlinear, vibrant, creative,
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and unpredictable. It also flows in lower and higher frequencies. A human energy field that is
balanced has a gentle vibration, symmetry, and flow (Shields, Fuller, Resnicoff, Butcher, &
Frisch, 2016).
Dr. Hawkins stated the level below courage and all subsequent levels are left which is a
negative direction and considered antilife. While that listed above courage are the opposite and
they demonstrate a positive direction, the direction of truth, and they support life (Hawkins,
1995). Based on this information an individual’s level of consciousness will have an effect on
their stress level as well as their ability to cope. When reviewing the chart above it is imperative
to understand that the figures are not an arithmetic representation but instead a logarithmic
progression. Meaning level 300 would not be 150 multiplied by two but rather 300 to the power
of ten, 10300 (Hawkins, 1995). Those that do not meditate have lower levels of consciousness
when compared to those that do meditate (Troyer, Tost, Yoshimura, LaFontaine, & Mabie,
2012). Indicating the significance in incorporating mindfulness in one’s life, if elevating one’s
level of consciousness is the target (Troyer, 2011). When one consciously connects mentally to a
clear intention there lies the possibility to alter significantly, material substance (Tiller, 2009).
The Universe in its entirety is a vibration. Every atom, electron, elementary “particle”,
consciousness, sound, and even the thoughts one possess, everything is merely a vibration
(Singh, 2013). Mantra’s that are repeated silently and audibly during yoga and some forms of
meditation; like transcendental meditation are energy centered divine sounds. Their
pronunciation is a form of physical vibration that generates waves of energy (Krishnananda,
1989). This study has noted the ability of chanting mantras to inhabit awareness (Anand, 2014).
When mantras are chanted from a place of sincerity and intention, they can produce states where
organisms begin to vibrate in complete unison with that energy and with what that mantra
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represents. The consistent repetition of the mantra aloud then silently by mentally chanting alters
consciousness (Krishnananda, 1989). Over an extended time period chanting a mantra can
produce great changes in one’s state of mind, elevating one’s consciousness gradually
(Easwaran, 2008). This practice is capable of assisting one with attaining steadiness within the
mind (Anand, 2014).
There is a concept of mantra, that it is a word full of power that is born from the covert
depths of our being. During meditation this is where the word will be reflected upon and will
usher one into a deeper state of consciousness. A state that is deeper than the mind or the heart.
A place that goes well beyond the expression of intellect and into a potent waking consciousness,
a dwelling of creation. The mantra is capable of altering one’s physical existence, creating new
subjective states in oneself and unveiling knowledge and abilities one did not possess prior. It
also has the potential to produce vibrations in the mind and energetic atmosphere that causes
effects, forms and productions on the physical plane (Aurobindo, 1998). There are four common
and universal characteristics that define this essential mystical experience. They are as follows:
1. Ineffability. An experience or a feeling that isn’t explainable because words have not been
created to allow sufficient articulation. 2. Noesis. Illuminated intellectual insight that holds
significant importance. 3. Transiency. The transience of the state. 4. Passivity. The feeling that in
this experience ones will is in abeyance to a superior power (Pahnke, 1963).
Spiritual rituals which have been known to have a connection with mystical experiences
are activities that are held as sacred that individuals use to connect with their God, spirit or turn
inward and reflect. These activities can be done in a group of multiple individuals that are a part
of an organized religion i.e. Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Folk religion,
etc. or alone if one is a spiritual individual on a solitary seekers path. The activities include but
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are in no way limited to attending puja, mass or retreats as well as reciting positive affirmations,
writing, prayer, ancestor veneration or reading the Pali Canon, Koran, Holy Bible, Bhagavad
Gita and the Nag Hammadi which is read by Christians and Gnostics as well.
Prayer is a form of worship for multiple religions as well as multiple people that do not
necessarily subscribe to any particular religion. At the heart of what many refer to as spirituality
is where prayer lies. It belongs to no one and being open to everyone it is used by a vast amount
of people in a vast amount of ways (Goldsworthy, 2006). Below are two positron emission
tomography (PET) scans that display the brain’s activity in a comparison format. One showing
the baseline brain and the other showing the prayer brain. The language center as well as the
attention area in the frontal lobe show differences in their activity (Newberg, 2014).
Figure 3. Comparison of the brain baseline to prayer in the language center
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Figure 4. Comparison of the brain baseline to prayer in the frontal lobe

Prayer in Hinduism is primarily defined as Pūjā, in Sanskrit which means reverence,
honor, worship or shine (Lowitz & Datta, 2005). This sacred ceremony with the particular
purpose of honoring the divine is performed in the temple or at the worshippers’ home dependent
upon that individual’s preference. While Mass a spiritual ritual practiced by members of the
Roman Catholic Church is an imperative act of worship in celebration of the sacrifice of Jesus
the Christ. The first recorded in the United States was in 1526 and this practice is still performed
today.
Ancestor veneration is a sacred spiritual ritual currently practiced by multiple religions as
well as by individuals with no religious affiliation. Although it is recorded as having begun with
the Yangshao society in 6000 BCE within the Shaanxi Province region (Cartwright, 2017).
Ancestor veneration, not to be confused with ancestor worship, is not a religion nor a form of
worship it is a practice of connection with one’s deceased ancestors. By honoring their life and
thanking them for any sacrifices they have made for one’s life to be enjoyed as it is presently. It
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is also a format used to forgive and let go of any past pain or trauma that one has held on to from
situations taking place prior to their ancestors’ death. It builds a sense of comfort, connection and
esteem in an individual to know and bond with their lineage in this manner (Vaudoise, 2019).
The Day of the Dead or Dia de los Muertos is a tradition where the deceased are honored,
aided and celebrated. Holding the belief that the universe is cyclic this ritual was started during
the time of the Aztec empire to aid the deceased in their journey. Still occurring annually over
three thousand years later this ritual is one of massive importance in the Latin as well as in many
other cultures (History, 2019). Another spiritual ritual entitled Sigui practiced by the Dogon
people of Mali, Africa is a ritual of passing down the language, artifacts and all of the tribe’s
secrets to the next generation. The occurrence is dictated by the position of the Sirrus star. When
it is located between the peaks of two mountains the ritual begins. This occurs around every 60
years (Britannica, 2018).
The Yawanawá tribe of the Amazon practice yet another ritual, a form of healing and
connection which comes via their traditional sacred ceremony. The Yawanawá which in English
translates to “The People of the Wild Boar” have a spiritual ritual that is a weeklong mystical
celebration. In preparation for their sacred practice the Shaman gathers plants, but prior to
cutting them he asks the plant if it is okay for him to use them to heal his people. Only then does
he cut the plant. He then takes them to the sacred grounds and uses them in preparation of a
special spiritual beverage that will be given to the indigenous people of tribe to drink. This drink
is used to invoke connect and communication amongst the people of the tribe as well as the spirit
world. The respect of the people and the plants are vital in such a ceremony said Nixiwaka
Yawanawá a member of the Yawanawá people (Yawanawá, 2014).
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Figure 5. Brain connectivity comparison (a) placebo group (b) psilocybin group

(Petri, et al., 2014)
The above figure is from a controlled clinical lab study done in 2014. It shows the brains
connectivity during a practice similar to while using a compound similar to that explained by
Nixiwaka Yawanawá which occurs within his tribe. In both a and b of the display the colors
signify linkage between communities within the brain. The thickness of the linkage is
proportionate to the size and weight of the nodes and it is proportionate to their strength. Note:
The quantity of heavy linkage between the communities is considerable higher and quite
different in the psilocybin group which suggest greater integration. (Petri, et al., 2014).
These experiences did not take place in the same environment nor do they hold the same
spiritual ritual aspect. One was research performed in laboratory setting while the other was a
spiritual ritual taking place in the Amazon. Though, the individuals in the lab and those within
the ritual did ingest a similar drink. This allows the research to offer an idea as to the influence
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such a spiritual experience could have on one’s psychological state. Helping one to understand
why spiritual rituals could be seen as imperative to one’s way of life.
These are all unmistakably different but sacred, nonetheless. Texas where this research
took place is a multicultural state thus representing numerous cultures and cultural beliefs with
countless public and privately held spiritual rituals. All holding immense importance as they
represent those individuals form of connection to their ancestors, deities, or what they deem
worthy of connection. Giving the participants a sense of peace, calm and significant relationship
with something greater than themselves.
Different tribal communities and religions organizations hold different texts as sacred, as
they are believed to hold the wisdom of that faith. The scripture of the Buddhist tradition is the
Pali Canon. The Koran or Qur’an is the text of the Islamic religion. The Holy Bible is the
scripture of the Christian religion. While the Bhagavad Gita is the scriptural text of Hinduism
and the Adi Granth is the holy text of Sikhism. Tribes like the Dogon and the Yawanawá do not
have books of literature for purchase like other religious organizations but they do have sacred
secret literature as well as the wisdom of the tribes Shaman.
Spirituality, was previously thought of to have a religious context, automatically
connected with established religious organizations. This has recently changed as it is now seen as
a completely separate concept. That leans more towards the quality of being concerned with the
human spirit or soul as opposed to material or physical things and it no longer holds its ties to
religion. This drift is rooted in the movement away from the authority of religious institutions in
modern social life, together with a growing emphasis on individualism, particularly within
Western cultures (Pargament, Mahoney, Exline, Jones, & Shafranske, 2013).
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An unembellished sense of being is where the experience of spirituality begins. The
ability to encounter an existential region, a subjective experience where the sense of “I” is an
actor experiencing spiritual qualities via various avenues of humanity (Atchley, 2009). There is a
conviction that comes with spirituality and the truth of the transcendent that tends to call for
some form of regimented spiritual practice to function as a conduit for internal transformation
(Cashwell, Bentley, & Yarborough, 2007). There is a place we come to where the depth required
allows us to view our being, who we truly are, our weaknesses, our mystery, our truth and
spirituality takes us to this place. Some may understandably desire to evade such a terrifying
place (Teasdale, 1999).
One of the originators of humanistic and transpersonal psychology theory, psychologist
Dr. Maslow supported the belief that we are born with the need for spirituality as well as the
desire to partake in transcendent experiences. This belief is supported by research where it was
stated the individuals, observed with a clearly established and practiced spirituality were the
healthiest individuals psychologically (Vaughan, 1991). Such a quest for personal growth would
put an individual on a path headed to the top of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which is self–
actualization (Kearney & Trull, 2012).
While trauma, abuse, loss or neglect are imperative interpersonal dealings that can greatly
impact a person’s expanding beliefs and how they process thoughts as well as affect their
relation to the self and others (Knabb & Pelletier, 2014). When an individual has no attachment
to any particular perception and they possess an openness as well as silence, a psychological
freedom can arise (Davis & Hayes, 2011). One of the most imperious hindrances to spiritual
growth is one’s attachment to pleasure (Easwaran, 1987). The need for security leads to suffering
as it creates an attachment to the known to status and to symbols. This is the physical presence of
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fear and insecurity that is only possible when one does not know the true self. In the letting go
one will experience less pain. One should look to detachment instead of disappointment (Chopra,
1994).
Buddha is a Sanskrit word that translated means the enlightened one. The Buddha lived
in India during the fifth century B.C.E. and being transformed by suffering wrote the four noble
truths as well as the eightfold path. The Four Noble Truths: 1. All life involves suffering 2.
Suffering is caused by desire and attachment 3. Desire and attachment can be overcome 4. The
way to overcome them is by the Eightfold Path. The Eightfold Path: 1. Right seeing and
understanding 2. Right thought or intention 3. Right speech 4. Right action 5. Right work or
livelihood 6. Right effort 7. Right mindfulness 8. Right concentration (Knabb, 2012). Another
view of attachment is called Avidyā, which translated means ignorance (Aich, 2013).
A person who has an experience that is unpleasant or even agonizing and it causes severe
psychophysical affects at an existential level is the presented definition of suffering. This
experience can cause tightness in the belly, prohibit one’s ability to sleep, increase the heart rate
and even make the hands sweaty, among other things. Even if the suffering isn’t brought on by a
visible physical or biological situation it can still have these effects. Suffering has the power to
make one feel extremely ill and cultivate various illnesses though the suffering doesn’t come
from sickness or pain (Bueno-Gomez, 2017). A condition of unconsciousness is misery where
one’s thinking and acting simultaneously and continuously contradict one another and the self.
Leaving one to look externally to somehow cease internal suffering (Osho, 2001).
173 Take heed to yourselves: If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him; and if he
repents, forgive him. 4And if he trespass against thee seven times in a day, and seven times in a
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day turn again to thee, saying, I repent; thou shalt forgive him. (Luke 17:3–4 King James
Version)
Forgiveness has been defined as one’s willingness to release resentment towards another
for their perceived injustice, responding only in peace towards the person or persons responsible.
And even the self if forgiveness of self is necessary for healing. This act is freely decided upon
by the forgiver. It is not excusing, forgetting or condoning any behavior but willingly releasing
the negative attachment to it. It is said to be helpful to individuals who have had the experience
of an unjust treatment (Baskin & Enright, 2004).
Journaling is a longstanding practice which contrary to popular belief is more than one
keeping a diary or having a log. It is more so defined as a type of reflection and contemplation.
Forgiveness can be incorporated into the journaling process as well. After being under the
tutelage of Dr. Jung, New York psychotherapist Dr. Pragoff began separate research. While
working with the study participants Dr. Pragoff decided to ask each of them to begin keeping a
journal. The research displayed the honesty of the participant’s that was articulated in the
journals was far more authentic than that which they verbalized during their actual therapy
sessions. This reliability with oneself regarding thoughts and behaviors can be kept and returned
to, to read and review potential places needing attention within one’s character, creating a space
for growth and healing (Martin, 1992).
The experience of gratitude is said to build and strengthen one’s sense of spirituality
while facilitating stress management and coping skills as well (Emmons & McCullough, 2003).
Gratitude is defined as an emotion that is connected strongly to one’s wellbeing and it is directed
towards others in appreciation for helpfulness or aid that is considered valuable (Allen, 2018).
This definition is not inclusive of all the facets that individuals have stated their gratitude is a
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source of. Like waking up from sleep which isn’t aimed towards a benefactor, but it is an
experience that individuals find themselves grateful for. Indicating that gratitude can possibly
arise as one appreciates their own abilities which suggest gratitude is more than the gratefulness
towards someone for their assistance (Emmons & McCullough, 2003).
Gratitude is strongly connected to all three of the concepts that define wellbeing which
are 1. general emotional functioning 2. humanistic conceptions and 3. psychopathology (Wood,
Froh, & Geraghty, 2010). Health outcome improvement is associated with gratitude (Huffman, et
al., 2016). It is an imprint on our DNA not merely a cultural concept. It is actually within our
brains as well as within the history of our evolution. It is even recognized in child development.
We have an innate desire to return gestures of generosity as a means of expressing our gratitude.
Similarly, animals (i.e. vampire bats, fish and birds) partake in reciprocal altruism as well, by
displaying activities and behaviors of assistance offered to other members of their species, even
if it cost them. It is possible that what we once knew as gratitude has evolved and become an
instrument to push one towards reciprocal altruism (Allen, 2018). Even short–term displays of
gratitude have shown significant long–term effects on neural activity (Kini, Wong, McInnis,
Gabana, & Brown, 2016).
In contrast stress decreases dendrite connections, reduces hippocampus neurogenesis, and
decreases memory (Yaribeygi, Panahi, Sahraei, Jonston, & Sahebkar, 2017). Considerable
amounts of research suggest distress is a health crisis and it is connected to depression, anxiety
and several other diseases (Lazaruz & Folkman, 1984) (Lipton, 2005) (Dispenza, 2012). Eustress
in opposition is considered to be a healthy stress with examples such as getting married, getting a
promotion, or pregnancy, among other things (Edwards & Cooper, 1988). Eustress, however,
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should not only be looked at as an opposition to distress but as its own concept. Defining eustress
separately as a response in a positive way to stressors (Nelson & Cooper, 2007).
Fundamentally a stressor and/or a demand is neutral (Simmons & Nelson, 2007). The
way an individual perceives these states will determine if the stressor or demand is defined as
eustress or distress for them. A desired state will bring about the manifestation of what is
considered significant and exciting to the individual. Perception will dictate if this stress is
considered desired thus making it eustress or if it is considered unwanted and in that case making
it distress (Edwards & Cooper, 1988).
Dr. Dispenza notes that when the body is knocked out of homeostasis it is called stress.
This stress appears in three different ways all of which are harmful to the body; physical,
chemical and/or emotional. These stressors affect the body in their respective ways brining about
stress. Physical being explained as something like a broken bone, fall or trauma. While chemical
is relating to viruses, bacteria, and hangovers. And emotional which is relative to traffic jams,
single parenting and college courses to name a few. After this type of stress, the body
automatically tries to return itself back to order by way of what is called the stress response,
resilience (Dispenza, 2012). When the body is in stress response it enters a state of overload
causing a chain reaction of detrimental consequences in multiple systems of the body. One of the
ramifications is depression and a person that has this experience will have an irregular
neuroendocrine response to stress (Burnett-Zeigler, Schuette, Victorson, & Wisner, 2016).
If the body remains in a constant state of chronic stress research has shown telomere
activity will lower causing the shortening of telomeres (Epel, et al., 2016). To live in stress is to
live in survival consistently. Survival is the animal state where one is constantly contracted,
always in a place of imbalance, never feeling a sense of connection only separation. This leads to
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an emotional state where fear, anger, selfishness and sadness are all one feels. Where the known
constantly craved because newness and the unknown, is too unpredictable (Dispenza, 2012). It is
not possible for one’s thoughts to change unless the individual has new ideas or a new
environment, some form of newness to assist in altering an individual from their set ideas
(Goddard, 1952). Staying in a distressed state long–term causes the hormones of stress to push
the genetic buttons that create disease. Individuals are able to ignite that stress response by
thought alone which really means one’s thoughts can actually make them sick (Dispenza, 2012).
However, meditating on a regular basis has been shown to provide cellular health benefits
as well as an increase in the activity of telomerase (Epel, et al., 2016). Research insinuates
regardless of the type of meditation practiced it has the ability to protect telomere length (Alda,
et al., 2016). Mental health improvements and quality of life enhancements have been shown to
be the result of Zen meditation (Shaku, Tsutsumi, Goto, & Saint Arnoult, 2014). It was likewise
connected to helping build resiliency and with the reduction of oxidative stress in the
mitochondria as well as other theta and alpha activity in added brain regions. All of which can
assist in preventing or at least helping to avert the process of ageing (Alda, et al., 2016).
Neuroimaging also reported a gray matter density increase due to mindfulness practices
(Holzel, et al., 2011). While another short study on mindfulness meditation showed apparent
positive effects on the brain as well as the immune function of meditators. This same study also
found that in meditators compared with non–meditators the left–sided anterior activation had
substantial increases which is a pattern connected with positive affect (Davidson, et al., 2003).
And Dr. Siegel states mindfulness assists in one’s focus which supports neural plasticity while
creating middle prefrontal cortex thickness (Siegel, 2012).
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A demand or stressor which can be episodic or chronic in nature that causes the mind and
body to respond naturally is one of the explanations of stress. Or the adaptive response to any
natural actions, situations, consequences, or events that cause an individual to perceive and place
demands on themselves is also said to be stress (Wofford, Goodwin, & Daly, 1999). The
perception of feeling or condition an individual is confronted with when resources outweigh the
demands placed on them, is how Marksberry defines stress. Stress is an individual’s emotional,
mental and physical response to external stimuli that yields behavioral, mental and physical
abnormalities. Examples are inclusive of but in no way limited to health and financial issues,
conflicts with friends, family, and coworkers, etc. Concerns like these cause difficulties in the
mind, soul, and body. This can come from the environment but most often it is an individual’s
perception of the environment (Feldman, Hayes, Kumar, Greeson, & Jean-Philippe, 2007).
The stimuli in which one is responding to can be physical or psychological, but it is
typically titled the demand or the stressor (Simmons & Nelson, 2007). University students’ stress
has been the focus of multiple studies as researchers examine the causes of the stress students
face i.e. demographically, financially, and scholastically just to name a few. Also, the
examination of the impact the stress can have on the scholars self–worth, physical health, and
academic achievements (Abouserie, 2006) (Bedewy, 2015). During this higher education study
the emotional and mental state most common to students is that of academic stress (Ramil, Alavi,
Mehrinezhad, & Ahmadi, 2018).
College freshmen primarily encounter social stress though obvious trials like not living
at home for the first time, having less or no parental support, loss of their support system, being
challenged to meet new friends as well as building new bonds are still factors (Baqutayan, 2011).
This study suggests stress can impair a student’s concentration and attention negatively
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impacting their ability to learn in a classroom setting when they do not possess the skills to cope
with the stress (Yamada & Victor, 2012). It will cause the brain to separate from the immediate
moment or task at hand more often leaving a person in a temporary trance or state of reverie
(Rock, Siegel, Poelmans, & Payne, 2012). The primary reasoning behind a student’s poor
academic performance, on everything from exams to assignments, and projects, class absence
and attrition was linked to stress (Bamber & Schneider, 2016). The mind–body medicine domain
has a recent publication that points to mindfulness and its ability to help individuals be present
and cope with day to day stressors (Palmer & Rodger, 2009).
The regulations of one’s orientation, emotions, and behavior during times of
psychological stress is how coping is defined by Skinner (Skinner, 1995). While Lazarus and
Folkman define coping as a temporary reaction to emotional responses and harmful or
threatening stimuli (Lazaruz & Folkman, 1984). There are a wide range of actions incorporated
into the act of coping inclusive of but not limited to behavior engagement and emotional
expression as well as emotion focused activities i.e. exercise (Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009).
Coping is broadly separated into two formats, approach coping and avoidant coping.
Approach coping is decisively deciding in an emotional, behavioral or cognitive way to resolve
the stressful or demanding situation by taking it head on. While avoidant coping is a form of
escapism where one distorts or ignores the threatening stimuli, it has been described as denial
and mental disengagement. This format could temporarily lessen the stress in the immediate
future, however, it is not an effective process in support of an individual’s wellbeing in the long–
term (Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009).
Coping has been further divided in three principal forms that have been repeatedly
recognized as active coping, acceptance coping and learning coping. With active being defined
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as taking direct action and actively dealing with the stressful or demanding situation. Acceptance
is the emotional and cognitive recognition of the stress or demand and then reinterpretation of it
cognitively. While learning is consciously deciding to locate the good in the stress or demand
and allowing it to assist in the growth of the individual. The complete understanding and
transcendence of demands and stressful situations are believed to be facilitated by these
strategies which do assist in wellbeing enhancement (Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009).
The causes or effects of stress are not uniformed but vary depending on the individual
(Cantelon, et al., 2018). Stress can trigger healthy or unhealthy responses depending on the
perceived level of stress and the individual’s ability to cope based on their education and
resources in the area of coping and stress management. Positive academic outcomes can have
mild and low–level stress as it can increase efficacy. However, high levels of stress are
detrimental as they negatively impact academics (Bamber & Schneider, 2016).
Anxiety can be a result of stress that is not properly and in a timely manner dealt with
(Kang, Choi, & Ryu, 2009). The equivocal feeling that invades an individual and intensifies as a
stressor or a multiple stressor experience extends unsettled stimuli (Lazaruz & Folkman, 1984).
An individual is capable of noticing stimuli without said stimuli being the primary focus of
attention for that individual. Attention is defined as the conscious decision one makes to place
their sole focus and awareness on a regulated range of an experience (Brown & Ryan, 2003).
Dr. Hawkins’ research states unconscious beliefs can manifest creating illness because
one’s thoughts are things that possess form and energy, but feelings are not. Feelings are
inconsistent therefore they cannot give an accurate definition of the self which stays the same.
Nevertheless, feelings which are not the real self, but transient programs are allowed control
because one does not observe and resist or ignore the thoughts. One instead willingly
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relinquishes themself to the thoughts (Hawkins, 2012). The hardy person, however, possesses a
lower level of psychological stimulation and an adaptable cognitive style. Research has shown
them to be efficient in resisting stress–induced illness (Allred & Smith, 1989). While
mindfulness is said to assist one with an open–minded, non–elaborative awareness in which
every sensation, thought or emotion that arises is recognized and accepted without the need or
desire to change it (Bishop, et al., 2004). So, once students are taught to possess the ability to
use their mind to focus, observe, and reflect on the self their capability for learning will expand
(Yamada & Victor, 2012).
Summary
Studies do not often examine in an unbiased manner or introduce to participant’s multiple
methods of stress relief. But that is the purpose, the intention, and the highlight of this study. To
in an impartial way offer various modes of stress relief to the students of higher learning with the
theory in mind. That the methods will assist them in continuing their path without having to
succumb to the stress and pressures of academia. Should they turn to the spiritual rituals and or
mindful behaviors that resonate most with them during their time of distress and pressure one
may be equipped with the resources and the knowledge necessary to tackle whatever life may
send their way and do so with less panic and grace.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
While formatting this study a lack on the topic of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors
as a means of coping and stress management was noticed. With an aim to address the lack this
work was completed and hopefully contributed to the filling of a void. The research design used
to examine mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals via an unbiased understanding of the
aforementioned was a mixed methods design. A mixed methods study is a methodology that
collects and analyzes the quantitative and qualitative research gathered. It is a study that then
combines the information in the explanation of the findings.
This study over a five-week time period recorded the experiences of 100 random
undergraduate college students as they were presented with multiple spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors. The participants were asked to read and participate in activities that were sent to them
through email weekly. This information was relayed via YouTube videos and articles that were
relative to that week’s spiritual ritual and mindful behavior topic. The participants answered
open–ended questions regarding their understanding of stress, stress level, how they feel and
their current coping strategies prior to beginning the research. The participants were also asked
to complete the Traditional College Student Stress Scale which was used to measure the
student’s vulnerability to stressors.
In an effort to assess their knowledge and use of mindful behaviors the participants were
given the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire. This questionnaire not only provided insight as
to the participants’ level of understanding relative to their personal mindful behavior
experiences, but it also gave clarity as it rated their tendency to be mindful in their daily life.
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The participants then actively partook in the five–week intervention that included the
incorporation of predetermined spiritual rituals and mindfulness practices that had the potential
to develop within the scholar coping and stress management skills. The participants were asked
to complete the Perceived Stress Scale questionnaires weekly. This information was used as a
means of monitoring their stress levels to see if there was an incline or decline in said levels as
they participated in the activities.
Following the five–week intervention, participants answered open–ended post–interview
questions regarding their personal experience with the spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors.
The questions were related to their stress levels, their stressors and their ability to cope. This
helped to determine if there were significant changes in comparison to their questionnaires
and/or their pre–interview responses.
The participants received an email every Monday for five weeks with the name,
definition and explanation of one mindful behavior and one spiritual ritual. They were asked to
spend some time reading and/or watching the material. The participants were then expected to
spend the five–day week (Monday–Friday) incorporating one or both of the practices into their
daily life routine. Which one they incorporated was their decision based on which practice
resonated most with the participant that week.
On Friday’s they were sent the perceived stress scale to review the effects, if any, that
particular mindful behavior and/or spiritual ritual had on the participants’ stress level. The
participants also kept a virtual daily log during this five–week time period. This log was used to
document which practice was done, when it was done, for how long it was done as well as to
rank their feelings about the practice via a one through five Likert scale. In a space specifically
designated for free writing they were also asked to express any comments they had relative to the
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week, the practice or their emotional state. This log was kept by the participant and submitted at
the conclusion of the five–week intervention.
This study was intentional in introducing the information to the students just prior (two
weeks) to the time of midterms for that university and would intentionally take it out three more
weeks for a total of five weeks. Having it to extend through midterms and end just 2 weeks after
their exams. The study began with prayer as the spiritual ritual and mindfulness as the mindful
behavior on the first week. Leading into Forgiveness as the spiritual ritual and Yoga as the
mindful behavior for the second week. On week three which was the week of the participants’
midterm exams, mantra and self–affirmation as spiritual rituals and meditation as a mindful
behavior was introduced to them. While in week four of the research journaling as a spiritual
ritual and awareness as a mindful behavior were introduced. Then finally in week five gratitude
was introduced as a spiritual ritual as well as a mindful behavior.
Context and Setting
The setting for the research was an educational institute of higher learning located in the
southern area of Texas. The university began just over 55 years ago with less than 250
undergraduate students and today serves on average over two thousand undergraduate students
annually. The male to female ratio presently is almost 2 to 1.
Participants
This studies sample was randomly selected from freshmen during the fall semester of the
2019–2020 school year in private urban university located in southern Texas. This semester
offers students pressures unknown with some students being away from home for the first time.
Not only fending for themselves in their new experience with independence but also tackling the
pressures of academic achievement. The 100 random college freshmen were recruited via email
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request and interested parties were asked to complete an age and consent survey as the legal
participatory age of 18 was a requirement and consent was mandatory for a student to contribute
to the research.
Measurement
Cross – Lagged Panel Design is the design that analyzed the findings. This clarified if the
connection was direct from stress to spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors. Or if the connection
had a process and it went from stress through coping to spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors.
Statistical Procedure
The pre–test, post–test cross lagged design was used for this study. The comparison was
with the group itself paired–samples in a t–test format. The t–test examined the students’ level of
stress in comparison to their mindfulness and spiritual ritual awareness in the beginning of the
study with their level of stress and awareness at the end of the study. The findings of this study
examined the impact of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors as they relate to developing stress
management and coping skills. This study also examined the impact spiritual practices and
mindful behaviors have on college students stress levels. By intricately investigating the changes
from week to week as participants report their experiences via a wealth of data that was
accumulated to bring clarity to the true benefits of spirituality and mindfulness during times of
stress.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Introduction
The intention of this mixed methods study was to investigate the influence of a five–week
spiritual ritual and mindful behavior intervention. This was arranged to take place with
undergraduate college students during the peak academic stress time period of midterm exams.
Accurately observing all outcomes if any were presented from the interference of weekly
spiritual ritual and mindful behavior activities. Then carefully assessing all questionnaire
responses of the participants that partook in this study in an unbiased manner. Then following the
intervention reporting the discoveries and noting any findings that support or disprove the theory
of this study. Which was coping and stress management for undergraduate college students is
possible with the incorporation of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors.
This study was introduced to the participants on day one via an open–ended questionnaire
which allowed the researcher to gain insight on their suitability for this particular study. Those
found fitting which initially were over 100 were issued a consent form and upon the completion
were allowed to participate in this research. All participant’s began week one together as this was
not a staggered study. Week one was opened with surveys that would indicate if stress was
present and if it was what was the participant’s baseline. The Traditional College Student Stress
Scale was administered to detect the possible vulnerability to stress if it was present during the
introductory period of this study. The Perceived Stress Scale Questionnaire provided the
participant’s baseline level of stress. The Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire informed of their
starting mindful behavior level of awareness. The participants also received an open ended pre
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interview questionnaire that offered them the opportunity to express their unabridged opinions as
they entered the study.
Finally, the participants were given a virtual daily log that they would use to document
specific details relative to their experience with this intervention. They would maintain the log
for the entirety of their involvement only submitting it to the researcher at the end of week five
of the intervention. The log provided space to share the activity they practiced the time period in
which they practiced along with their opinions, results from, and reflections on their activities.
There was also a Likert scale for the participants to measure how they felt following the practice.
The sample size was chosen by random selection and it initially contained over 100
undergraduate college students with an age minimum of 18.
Over the five–week time period the participants were introduced to one spiritual ritual
and one mindful behavior each per week. They were asked to review the information on the
spiritual ritual and mindful behavior that were sent to them at the start of every week via articles
and videos that explained each individually and in detail. After the participants felt they gained
an understanding of the practices they were asked to incorporate one or both of them into their
daily lives for that present week. The Perceived Stress Scale was also distributed weekly to
monitor where the stress levels were and if they had dropped or rose during the entirety of this
intervention.
At the end of this five–week involvement the participants were asked to retake the Five
Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire. This allowed the researcher the opportunity to note if any
changes took place from the first time the questionnaire was issued five weeks’ prior in the start
of the research. The candidates were also at that time given a post interview with open ended
questions that allowed them free space to record their thoughts on the process, materials, and
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activities as well as any improvements and benefits if they felt there were any needed. This data
added to the qualitative portion of this study. This chapter will be a detailed explanation of the
quantitative as well as the qualitative research findings of this research. This study’s focus was
on the three research questions listed below.
Research Questions
1. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students experiencing stress?
2. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ stress levels?
3. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ coping and stress management?
Results
Research Question One
Research question one examined the awareness as well as the perceptions of
undergraduate college students and the effects they personally experienced when incorporating
mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals into their daily life. The Five Facet Mindfulness
Questionnaire examined their level of awareness while the virtual daily log entries which were
open–ended reflections made without guidance offered their unadulterated opinion of their time
spent with each practice. The Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire was taken on both occasions
pre and post intervention via survey monkey. This information was kept secured in Survey
Monkey until it was pulled by the researcher for data review, this information is a contribution to
the quantitative portion of this study. The reflections on each of the mindful behaviors and
spiritual rituals were recorded by the participants in their confidential virtual daily log. They also
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answered the question “How do you feel afterwards?” by choosing a number from the Likert
scale to express their present moment emotion. (1 - Very Dissatisfied, 2 - Dissatisfied, 3 Neutral, 4- Satisfied, 5- Very Satisfied.) This information was kept by the student until the
completion of the study then it was emailed directly to the researcher, this information is a
contribution to the qualitative portion of this study.
Research question one – What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors on students experiencing stress?
The researcher thoroughly reviewed each of the participants written responses in their
virtual daily logs multiple times to ensure accuracy and clarity. While reviewing the
documentation a common thread was noticed within their daily logs. What emerged was
consistency in the Likert scores given by the participants in response to their feeling following
the activity. There were multiple four and five Likert scale replies, on this scale four equates
satisfied while five parallels very satisfied. Below the researcher copied verbatim the personal
reflections as noted by participants to assess the effects of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors
on stressed undergraduate college students.
The participants stated:
“I felt kind of empty which is good. It means I released that energy to God and im
happy.” (Personal reflection on Prayer – Participant 898. Scored it a 4 – satisfied.) “Psyc study
thoughts this week: Wk 2 – Yoga was a great stress reliever especially due to all the stress I’m
experiencing this week. It allowed me to let go of non-important stress factors and allow my
worries over past problems to be forgiven. I have realized many are not worth my energy or
stress.” (Personal reflection on Yoga – Participant 888.) “Felt weird to forgive, but it felt like a
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huge weight was lifted off my shoulders. Me and the person who I forgave are good now.”
(Personal reflection on Forgiveness – Participant 817. Scored it 5 – very satisfied.)
Research question one also examined the Five – Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire
responses that were collected at the beginning of the study against the responses of the same
questionnaire that the participants responded to at the end of the study. This questionnaire was
issued to the participants via survey monkey and their private responses were pulled by the
researcher into the below chart displaying their answers to four of the 39 questions asked in this
questionnaire. The results did display a slight increase in wellbeing, less distraction and
heightened awareness. A descriptive summary of the pre and post mean for each group is
provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Five – facet mindfulness questionnaire descriptive

Research question one also examined the five facets which are observing, describing,
acting, nonjudging, and nonreactivity via the Five – Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire. The
results that were collected at the beginning of the study were compared with the results of the
same questionnaire that was distributed to the participants at the end of the study. The results
displayed a positive change in every area except nonjudging. Which could possibly be
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contributed to the climate of the society we are presently residing in; the divisiveness that
provides a place for substantial separation among us. The increase though noticeable was not one
of significance and this could be contributed to the duration of the study. If the participants had
more time with the practices it is possible, they would’ve had a significant change. The group
statistics for each of the five facets is provided in Table 2. The independent sample test is shown
in Table 3 and the independent samples effect sizes is located in Table 4.
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Table 2. Five – facet mindfulness questionnaire group statistics

Table 3. Independent Samples Test
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Table 4. Independent Samples Effect Sizes

Summary of Findings for Research Question One
The findings of this study for research question one was attained by analyzing the written
responses of the undergraduate college students as they personally defined their experience with
this five–week intervention. As well as by examining and comparing the two sets of the Five –
Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire responses. Based on the daily log entries the participants
expressed common themes; this experience for those in compliance was one that raised
emotional awareness as well as contributed to stress reduction with state not trait stress.
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While the questionnaire implies that distraction was lowered with more participants
acknowledging that they were not as easily distracted and began to better give attention to the
task at hand as well as a steady escalation in four of the five facets. The results displayed were
not statistically significant and does not support the theory. However, the research did display an
increase in emotional awareness as a whole with the rising of student’s attention levels. Which
could indicate the length of the study was not long enough to get the levels to reach a level of
significance.
Emotional Awareness is defined as one’s capacity to recognize and define their emotions
as well as the emotions of others in the moment of the emotion (Bajgar, Ciarrochi, Lane, &
Deane, 2005). It is also the ability to be cognizant of the blending of one’s feelings. The
recognition of one’s bodily sensations as well as the noticing of the body as it is in motion (Gu,
Hof, Friston, & Fan, 2013). Stress Reduction is defined as the lowering of one’s stress response
(Dispenza, 2012).
Research Question Two
Research question two investigated the participants’ stress levels and the influence
mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals had on them. The students were issued the Traditional
College Student Stress Scale upon entering the study. They were also issued the Perceived Stress
Scale at the start of the study to receive a baseline and every Friday following for five weeks to
check their levels. These two questionnaires contributed the qualitative portion of this research.
Research question two – What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors on college students’ stress levels?
The Traditional College Student Stress Scale is a 51 – question survey used to measure
an individual’s vulnerability to stress. The purpose it serves is to give the researcher a sense of
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the students’ stress level and how it compares to the level of the average college student (Group,
2002). The scale is scored by tallying the point totals for every question a participant reply’s yes
to. Noting that any event, which is not a typical life event, has occurred in their life within the
last year. Scores range from 0 – 3,623 though the researchers that created the survey state people
are generally in a range from 182 – 2571. A score of 300 or higher indicates major stress while
250 – 299 indicates serious stress, 200 – 249 represents moderate stress, 150 – 199 shows mild
stress, and 149 and under is an indication of very little stress. The mean total stress rating they
found is 1247 with a 441 standard deviation in a 182 – 2571 range.
The Perceived Stress Scale questionnaire is a ten–question survey that this research used
to measure the effects of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on the participants’ stress levels.
When scoring the perceived stress scale, the results of an individuals’ total score can range from
0 – 40. Scores within the 0 – 13 range are considered to be low stress levels. While scores in
between the 14 – 26 range are considered to be moderate stress levels. And high stress levels on
the perceived stress scale is any score that ranges from 27 – 40. On the opening day of the study,
October 28th the students took their first Perceived Stress Scale questionnaire. This would assist
the researcher with recognition of their baseline as they entered the study. Then on Friday of
every week following the participants completed another perceived stress scale questionnaire.
This allowed the researcher to monitor and measure any fluctuation that may have possibly
occurred in the students’ stress levels on a weekly basis.
According to the Traditional College Student Stress Scale results the participants entered
the study with a vulnerability to stress, displayed on table 5. Table 6 shows where the
participants measure in this study and Table 7 illustrates the difference in this study’s
participants and the average sample.
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Table 5. Traditional College Student Stress Scale Histogram

Table 6. Traditional college student stress scale one sample statistics

Table 7. Traditional college student stress scale one sample test

The Perceived Stress Scale results displayed a consistent lowering of students’ stress
levels. Table 8 summarizes the participants perceived stress scale descriptive. Table 9 is an
Anova which displays the statistical significance as p < 0.05. Table 10 shows the results of a
correlation matrix which displays significance at the 0.01 level as well as the 0.05 level.
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Table 8. Perceived Stress Scale Descriptives
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Table 9. Perceived Stress Scale Anova
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Table 10. Perceived Stress Scale Correlations

Summary of Findings for Research Question Two
This studies quantitative findings for research question two were realized by evaluating
the data accumulated from the perceived stress scale and the traditional college student stress
scale questionnaires that the undergraduate college students took. Their responses to the
traditional college student stress scale submitted upon their entry and the perceived stress scale
submitted upon entry as well as at the end of every week over the five–week intervention gave
insight as to their incoming stress level and the levels they maintained weekly.
According to the traditional college student stress scale all of the students entered the
study with a score of 300 or above. Which is an indicator of major stress susceptibility in an
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individual. Also, the lower and upper confidence intervals do not cross zero indicating the mean
of this sample did differ from that of the mean reported by the creators of this scale; this sample
was higher.
Based on the participants replies to the weekly perceived stress scale questionnaire there
was a statistically significant difference in stress levels for the participants of this study. The
research displays this experience was one that contributed to a steady reduction in the
participants’ stress levels. This decrease occurred despite the academic stress of midterm exams,
the state of the world, and the personal lives of all of the participants involved.
Research Question Three
Research question three inspected the influence that a spiritual ritual and or a mindful
behavior could have on an undergraduate college students’ coping capability and or their ability
to manage their stress. The participants were given open–ended post intervention questions that
allowed them the opportunity to express in their own words if and how this experience
contributed personally to their capacity to better manage stress and develop coping skills.
Responses to each of the post intervention questions were virtually recorded by the
participants directly into survey monkey. This information was stored securely in this online
format until all of the participants concluded their submissions for this study. The investigator
then retrieved and reviewed all submitted responses. Some of the participants’ responses are
placed directly into this research, it was done so verbatim as their information was used for the
qualitative portion of the study.
Research question three – What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors on college students’ coping and stress management?
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Following the researcher’s thorough review of the participant’s responses, the researcher
copied precisely what the participants noted as they gave their opinion in response to a few of the
post intervention question.
Participant 866 replied to question one, which was, “What was this experience like for
you?” by stating, “This experience has been eye opening, and has helped me realize how
important it is to take Time to pray and meditate daily. Even if the time you spend is 10 minutes
a day praying to our creator can make a difference in your attitude and your perspective on the
things happening around you.” Participant 845 addressed the following question in the response
immediately following. How do you define mindfulness? “I think mindfulness is connecting with
your surroundings and become conscious of the small details. Furthermore, it’s a way of staying
focused and being aware of your actions, emotions and mind.” These two questions indicate
participant awareness which assists with coping skills.
When asked to, please state what your opinion of spiritual rituals and mindful behavior is
now. Participant 911 stated, “While I’m not a religious person, I definitely see the value of
spiritual rituals from the point of view of someone that has a mental illness and uses rituals and
routines to maintain order within themselves. As for mindful behaviors, they have always been
very helpful for stress relief and coping. Meditation in particular has proved to be incredibly
effective for me.” The question, do you feel this experience helped you to alleviate stress in any
way? Received the following response from participant 850 “Yes, this experience has really
helped me learn ways to manage my stress and lower it. This has also shown me how I can be
grateful and more self-aware.” The replies to the above to questions suggest the attainment of
coping skills and stress management was achieved with the participants.
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Participant 890’s response to the following question implies spiritual rituals and mindful
behaviors assist with being proactive and lends to creating better study habits. Please explain
how turning to a spiritual ritual or mindful behavior helped you during stressful times. “I’ve
beem stressing over math exams a lot lately. Journaling really helped me examine with a written
action plan what was just my own doubt and what was genuinely an issue. It helped me study as
well as feel better.”
The manner in which participant 834 replies to the following question indicates there is
an audience and a need for spiritual ritual and mindful behavior representation in the lives of
college students. Over these past five weeks how often did you turn to a spiritual ritual or
mindful behavior when you were not doing so for the study? “I turned to it a lot because I really
wanted to change and grow.”
Will you continue to use the spiritual rituals and/or mindful behavior as practiced?
Probably praying or journaling but probably not. (Participant 818) “I definitely will journal more
as I found it to be very comforting.” (Participant 905) “For sure, yes. Most likely I will continue
my self- awareness and journaling as part of my experience of learning about my own self.”
(Participant 916). While participant 818 does not seem to be convinced spiritual rituals and
mindful behaviors is what worth continuing others within the study have a different opinion and
will continue to practice.
Summary of Findings for Research Question Three
Research question three findings for this study were attained by analyzing the
undergraduate college students’ responses of the post intervention questions. The participants via
an open–ended format were able to reflect and express their thoughts of their involvement in this
five–week intervention. Based on the researcher’s analysis of their responses to the post
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intervention questions the university students expressed a collective theme. This experience, for
those that were in compliance, was one that assisted them with their stress management and
coping skills. The tools offered to the participants, as they stated, taught them about themselves,
gave them an outlet, and provided a foundation they were able to return to. It also afforded them
the opportunity to be self–sufficient when faced with challenging times. Not all will return to the
spiritual rituals and or mindful behaviors introduced in this study, but those that stated they
would seem to have found a practice that works for them and have decided to make it a part of
their everyday lifestyle.
Summary
Chapter IV offered a synopsis of the qualitative and quantitative findings from this five–
week spiritual ritual and mindful behavior undergraduate college student intervention. These
findings which were based on the participants’ response to questionnaires, interview questions as
well as their personal reflective statements displayed significant findings. These findings were in
support the theory that spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors are a means of coping and stress
management. The discussion, implications, recommendations, and conclusions of this study are
provided by the researcher in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs states all individuals have the following basic human
needs; physiological, safety/security, social (acceptance and belonging), Ego (esteem), and selfactualization. Maslow also stated that these are biological and instinctual needs and when they
are unmet, they have the potential to cause stress (Kearney & Trull, 2012). Studies disclose that
students that are working to sustain substantial course loads while in the midst of exams have
increased stress levels (Bedewy, 2015) (Abouserie, 2006) (Weinstein, Brown, & Ryan, 2009).
Young adults experience a multitude of unforeseen experiences during their college years. With
some students this leads to productivity decline, wellbeing decline and sometimes it segues into
the question of, is higher learning for me? (Ying, 2009). A recent study indicated social stress in
rats behind recurring social setback experiences is connected with divergent structural alteration
of dendrites in the amygdala and hippocampus neurons (Patel, Anilkumar, Chattarji, & Buwalda,
2018). Leading to the belief that stress reduction along with academic encouragement will
benefit the student body, their families, their community’s as well as their schools by decreasing
the rate of attrition (Floyd, 2003).
The goal of this mixed methods investigation was to meticulously assess student
reactions to a five–week spiritual ritual and mindful behavior intervention. Ensuring to
accurately note any changes the interference had on each student. After which reporting the
findings and revealing if they provided sufficient support to this study’s theory which was coping
and stress management for college students is possible with the integration of regular spiritual
ritual and mindful behavior practices.
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The research design chosen for this study of mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals
through an unbiased understanding of the aforementioned was a mixed methods design. A mixed
methods study is a methodology that collects and analyzes the quantitative and qualitative
research gathered. The study then combines that information in the explanation of the findings.
The aforesaid is precisely what took place within this study. This chapter, which is chapter five is
the close of this research and it will deliver the implications, recommendations, and conclusion
portion of this study.
Implications for Practice
The purpose of this mixed methods study was to assess an impartial understanding of
mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals and the influence they have if any on undergraduate
college students in the midst of midterm exams. Research has been found to show mindful
behaviors and spiritual rituals have beneficial effects on mental health, physical health, and
cognitive performance (Gerritsen & Band, 2018).
This research confirms the relationship between mindful behaviors and spiritual rituals
with stress reduction and emotional awareness. The data has shown connection, however, these
practices are not normally taught nor generally incorporated as a form a student wellbeing on
college campuses.
Research Questions
1. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students experiencing stress?
The results via the students’ journals indicated students, though in the midst of
stressful lives, they by their own profession, found particular spiritual rituals
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and/or mindful behaviors to be effective with respect to their stresses and
emotional awareness.
2. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ stress levels?
Reviewing the results, the effects of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors
lowered undergraduate college students stress levels. The students entered the
study extremely vulnerable to stress and were able to consistently lower their
stress levels. Not drastically but steadily despite the fact that they were entering
the stressful academic time period of midterm exams.
3. What are the influences of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on college
students’ coping and stress management?
After reviewing multiple students post–interview accounts it appears the students
did discover how to cope and manage their stress by using either spiritual rituals
or mindful behaviors or a mixture of both practices.
Limitations
Limitations are the considered circumstances within a study that are uncontrollable by the
researcher. While reviewing every aspect of this study, inclusive of its strengths and weaknesses
limitations became ever present to the researcher as well as to the participants. When asked,
“How could this experience have been better for you?” participants replied, “more videos for the
explanations but other than that it was really good” (Participant 903) “It could have been better if
we met face to face or maybe like a direct way to contact.” (Participant 869) These responses
bring to the forefront two areas in which the study could have been better. More videos would
have taken away the possible pressure or stress caused by reading so much material, interpreting
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it, then putting it into practice with an already busy academic schedule. Also, not meeting in
person the participants weren’t able to gain clarity with any misunderstandings and they also
weren’t able to receive guidance on all facets of their practices to ensure that they were
completing each spiritual ritual or mindful behavior in the manner in which they were intended.
Though a thorough explanation and examination was necessary for this study to see
results. The extended time period of five weeks for this study could have also had a negative
effect causing the participants to not follow through. Which would have had an unfavorable
effect on the studies attrition rate.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study revealed coping and stress management benefits for students that have access
to information on spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors and are encouraged to practice with
regularity. If an environment existed or was created for the purpose of teaching students how to
express themselves spiritually and mindfully, while imparting into the students the importance of
inhabiting a safe space, one that promotes self-actualization there is a possibility that college
students would begin to lower their stress levels all over university campuses with hopes of
eventually spreading to college campuses all over the world. The recommendations listed below
should be considered in future research:
1. Examine the influence of a set spiritual ritual and a set mindful behavior that
resonates most with each specific student as opposed to offering multiple. A survey
could be given in the beginning to determine this and it would remove the confound
of over exertion and over exposure for students.
2. Examine the effects of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on a larger student body
as well as on multiple campuses. This will allow higher learning institutions to be
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made aware of the level of stress their specific institution places on its students. This
will also allow any confounds relative to any religious dogma built into the fabric of
the higher learning institution to be identified.
3. Examine the effects of guided spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors on students with
the researcher present to ensure the practices are understood and being carried out
accurately. This will also remove the environmental and/or accountability confounds
placed on the participants.
Conclusion
This mixed methods study examined the influence of an intervention of spiritual rituals
and mindful behaviors on undergraduate college students during a stressful academic time
period. There is an ever–present necessity to improve the wellbeing of college students and it is
evident that self–care is an avenue that can assist. This research displayed there is a positive
impact in practicing spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors with uniformity and intention. The
influence spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors have on one’s stress levels, emotional awareness
as well as one’s coping and stress management aptitude are promising.
During times when a global pandemic is not present it is difficult for some to cope and
manage their stress levels. When one is facing the type of uncertainty and terror caused by
something like the coronavirus crisis and they must remain in solitude, coping then becomes an
absolute necessity. And the tools one uses to manage stress and cope become essential instead of
being seen as just a yoga class that one attends sporadically or prayer that only happens when
one is in church. These rituals become avenues of self–care.
Self–care in the form of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors becomes essential to
maintain a sense of calm and self–compassion, as well as mental, emotional, and physical health.
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Thus, teaching everyone to be self–equipped in self–care is vital. So, when the meditation class
and teacher are not present, one can continue to cope in our daily life healthily. This is a crucial
element missing in higher learning. The covid pandemic has exposed the need for spiritual rituals
and mindful behaviors to move from being sporadic hobby’s and into being daily practices that
are as ritualistic as brushing one’s teeth.
“One of the great tragedies of life is that men seldom bridge the gulf between practice
and profession, between doing and saying. A persistent schizophrenia leaves so many of us
tragically divided against ourselves.” (King Jr., 1963, p. 40). Science has shown that self–care
has the potential and the power to create a difference in the world one person at a time via its
multitude of benefits. However, one must not only know the cure, but one must also actively
apply it to their life; by incorporating spiritual rituals and/or mindful behaviors into one’s daily
existence on a consistent basis. If one does decided to do so based on the research they can’t help
but to reap the benefits of a longer, livelier life.
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APPENDIX C
Student Consent Form

I, _________________________ {student} am being invited to participate in a research study
that will be conducted at a university by Jacqueline L. Pettigrew, a mater’s student at Houston Baptist
University. The study is entitled A study of college students’ reaction to the inclusion of spiritual rituals
and mindful behaviors as a means of coping and stress management.

Study participants will include students who integrate spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors. The purpose
of this study will be to exam the described perceptions of students’ that incorporated spiritual rituals and
mindful behaviors in their everyday life as a go to for stress relief.

I understand that my survey and interview responses will be anonymous and that I will not be identified
by name. My signature below indicates my willingness to voluntarily participate in this study. If at any
time I have questions regarding the research, I understand that I may contact Jacqueline Pettigrew,
researcher, at 224-310-7977, or Dr. Joseph Pelletier, program chair, at 832.649.3051.

The careful coding of the responses and noninvasive nature of this study insures no risks for me. The
study will be conducted during the 2019 – 2020 school year.

_________________________________________

_____________________

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX D
Traditional College Student Stress Scale
Being Raped
Finding out that you are HIV-positive
Being accused of rape
Death of a close friend
Death of a close family member
Contracting a sexually transmitted disease (other than AIDS)
Concerns about being pregnant
Finals Week
Concerns about your partner being pregnant
Oversleeping for an exam
Flunking a class
Having a boyfriend or girlfriend cheat on you
Ending a steady dating relationship
Serious illness in a close friend or family member
Financial Difficulties
Writing a major term paper
Being caught cheating on a test
Drunk driving
Sense of overload in school or work
Two exams in one day
Cheating on your boyfriend or girlfriend
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Getting married
Negative consequences of drinking or drug use
Depression or crisis in your best friend
Difficulties with parents
Talking in front of a class
Lack of sleep
Change in housing situation (hassles, moves)
Competing or performing in public
Getting in a physical fight
Difficulties with roommate
Job changes (applying, new job, work hassles)
Declaring a major or concerns about future plans
A class you hate
Drinking or use of drugs
Confrontations with professors
Starting a new semester
Going on a first date
Registration
Maintaining a steady dating relationship
Commuting to campus or work, or both
Peer pressures
Being away from home for the first time
Getting sick
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Concerns about your appearance
Getting straight A’s
A difficult class that you love
Making new friends
Fraternity or Sorority rush
Falling asleep in class
Attending an athletic event

Scores on this exam from research on college students generally range from 182 – 2571;
the lower your score the lower your vulnerability to stressors; if you score in the middle you
have a moderate vulnerability and toward the higher end of the range = a high degree of
vulnerability to stressors.
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APPENDIX E
Pre-Study Interview Questions
1. How do you define stress?
2. Is your definition a direct explanation of what you experience when dealing with stress?
3. What environment does your stress derive {work, home, etc.}?
4. What title {parent, partner, student, employee, etc.} bears the most stress?
5. What group {family, friends, coworkers, etc.} brings about the most stress?
6. How stress been a constant in your life, if so, how long do you feel you have you dealt
with stress?
7. Does stress bleed over into how you deal with other people, places and things?
8. How do you try to calm or alleviate stress?
9. Please explain who and/or what you turn to during stressful times.
10. Do your techniques assist you in feeling better?
11. Are you familiar with spiritual rituals or mindful behavior?
12. What’s your opinion of spiritual rituals and mindful behavior?
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APPENDIX F
Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire
Ruth A. Baer, Ph.D.
University of Kentucky
Description: Please rate each of the following statements using the scale provided. Write the
number in the blank that best describes your own opinion of what is generally true for you (Baer,
Smith, & Allen, 2019).
1 – never or very rarely true
2 – rarely true
3 – sometimes true
4 – often true
5 – very often or always true
_____ 1. When I’m walking, I deliberately notice the sensations of my body moving.
_____ 2. I’m good at finding words to describe my feelings.
_____ 3. I criticize myself for having irrational or inappropriate emotions.
_____ 4. I perceive my feelings and emotions without having to react to them.
_____ 5. When I do things, my mind wanders off and I’m easily distracted.
_____ 6. When I take a shower or bath, I stay alert to the sensations of water on my body.
_____ 7. I can easily put my beliefs, opinions, and expectations into words.
_____ 8. I don’t pay attention to what I’m doing because I’m daydreaming, worrying, or
otherwise distracted.
_____ 9. I watch my feelings without getting lost in them.
_____ 10. I tell myself I shouldn’t be feeling the way I’m feeling.
_____ 11. I notice how foods and drinks affect my thoughts, bodily sensations, and emotions.
_____ 12. It’s hard for me to find the words to describe what I’m thinking.
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_____ 13. I am easily distracted.
_____ 14. I believe some of my thoughts are abnormal or bad and I shouldn’t think that way.
_____ 15. I pay attention to sensations, such as the wind in my hair or sun on my face.
_____ 16. I have trouble thinking of the right words to express how I feel about things
_____ 17. I make judgments about whether my thoughts are good or bad.
_____ 18. I find it difficult to stay focused on what’s happening in the present.
_____ 19. When I have distressing thoughts or images, I “step back” and am aware of the
thought or image without getting taken over by it.
_____ 20. I pay attention to sounds, such as clocks ticking, birds chirping, or cars passing.
_____ 21. In difficult situations, I can pause without immediately reacting.
_____ 22. When I have a sensation in my body, it’s difficult for me to describe it because I can’t
find the right words.
_____ 23. It seems I am “running on automatic” without much awareness of what I’m doing.
_____24. When I have distressing thoughts or images, I feel calm soon after.
_____ 25. I tell myself that I shouldn’t be thinking the way I’m thinking.
_____ 26. I notice the smells and aromas of things.
_____ 27. Even when I’m feeling terribly upset, I can find a way to put it into words.
_____ 28. I rush through activities without being really attentive to them.
_____ 29. When I have distressing thoughts or images, I am able just to notice them without
reacting.
_____ 30. I think some of my emotions are bad or inappropriate and I shouldn’t feel them.
_____ 31. I notice visual elements in art or nature, such as colors, shapes, textures, or patterns of
light and shadow.
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_____ 32. My natural tendency is to put my experiences into words.
_____ 33. When I have distressing thoughts or images, I just notice them and let them go.
_____ 34. I do jobs or tasks automatically without being aware of what I’m doing.
_____ 35. When I have distressing thoughts or images, I judge myself as good or bad, depending
what the thought/image is about.
_____ 36. I pay attention to how my emotions affect my thoughts and behavior.
_____ 37. I can usually describe how I feel at the moment in considerable detail.
_____ 38. I find myself doing things without paying attention.
_____ 39. I disapprove of myself when I have irrational ideas.
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APPENDIX G
Perceived Stress Scale
The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In
each case, you will be asked to indicate by circling how often you felt or thought a certain way.
(Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983)

Name _____________________________________________________ Date ______________
Age ________

Gender (Circle): M F

Other _____________________________________

0 = Never 1 = Almost Never 2 = Sometimes 3 = Fairly Often 4 = Very Often

1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened
unexpectedly?

01234

2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things
in your life?

01234

3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and “stressed”?

01234

4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal
problems?

01234

5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?

01234

6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that
you had to do?

01234

7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life?

01234

8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?

01234

100
9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were outside of
your control?

01234

10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could
not overcome them?

01234

Individual scores on the PSS can range from 0 to 40 with higher scores indicating higher
perceived stress.
►Scores ranging from 0-13 would be considered low stress.
► Scores ranging from 14-26 would be considered moderate stress.
► Scores ranging from 27-40 would be considered high perceived stress.
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APPENDIX H
Post Study Interview Questions
1. What was this experience like for you?
2. What is your opinion of spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors now?
3. How do you define mindfulness?
4. Is your definition a direct explanation of what you experienced when participating in
these spiritual rituals and mindful behaviors?
5. Which spiritual ritual or mindful behavior was most beneficial for you?
6. Do you feel this experience helped you to alleviate stress in any way?
7. Do your stressors still agitate you in the manner in which they did prior to this
experience?
8. Please explain how turning to a spiritual ritual or mindful behavior helped you during
stressful times.
9. Over these past five weeks how often did you turn to a spiritual ritual or mindful behavior
when you were not participating in the research?
10. Will you continue to use the spiritual rituals and mindful behavior as practiced?
11. How could this experience have been better for you?
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APPENDIX I
Participants Daily Log
Personal Log
Mindful & Spiritual Activity
Week 1
Activity
Duration
How did you feel afterwards?
Personal Reflection
Week 2
Activity
Duration
How did you feel afterwards?
Personal Reflection
Week 3
Activity
Duration
How did you feel afterwards?
Personal Reflection
Week 4
Activity
Duration
How did you feel afterwards?
Personal Reflection
Week 5
Activity
Duration
How did you feel afterwards?
Personal Reflection

Participant Number
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

* How do you feel afterwards? 1 - Very Dissatisfied, 2 - Dissatisfied, 3 - Neutral, 4- Satisfied or 5- Very Satisfied

Saturday
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